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Figure 1: Overview. Given surround-view images, POP-3D produces a voxel grid of text-aligned features that support
open-vocabulary downstream tasks such as zero-shot occupancy segmentation or text-based grounding and retrieval.

Abstract

We propose an approach to predict a 3D semantic voxel
occupancy map from input 2D images with features allow-
ing 3D grounding, segmentation and retrieval of free-form
language queries. To this end: We design a new architecture
that consists of a 2D-3D encoder together with occupancy
prediction and 3D-language heads; We develop a tri-modal
self-supervised training that leverages three modalities –
images, language and LiDAR point clouds– and enables
learning the proposed architecture using a strong pre-trained
vision-language model without the need for any 3D man-
ual annotations. We quantitatively evaluate the proposed
model on the task of zero-shot 3D semantic segmentation
using existing datasets and show results on the tasks of 3D
grounding and retrieval of free-form language queries.

1. Introduction

The detailed analysis of 3D environments –both geomet-
rically and semantically– is a fundamental perception task
in many applications. It is usually conducted with cameras
and/or laser scanners (LiDAR). In its most complete ver-
sion, called semantic 3D occupancy prediction, it amounts
to labelling each voxel of the perceived volume as occupied
by a certain class of objects or empty. This is challenging
since sensors only capture information about visible sur-
faces. Recent works, e.g., [9], leverage manually-annotated

LiDAR data to produce partial annotation of the 3D occu-
pancy space. However, such an annotation remains difficult
to scale, even with sparse point clouds, and limits the learned
representation to encoding a closed vocabulary, i.e., a lim-
ited predefined set of classes. We tackle those challenges
and propose an open-vocabulary approach to 3D semantic
occupancy prediction that relies only on unlabeled image-
LiDAR data for training and pre-trained image-language
model. In addition, our model uses only camera inputs at
run time, bypassing altogether the need for expensive dense
LiDAR sensor, in contrast with most 3D semantic perception
systems (whether at point or voxel level).

In this work, we attack the difficult problem of 3D seman-
tic occupancy prediction, and leverage the progress made
recently in supervised 3D occupancy prediction [9] and in
language-image alignment [18]. We named our approach
POP-3D (for oPen-vocabulary Occupancy Prediction in
3D). Underneath is a two-head image-only model trained
with aligned image-LiDAR raw data, meaning that we use
no manual annotations. First, we train a class-agnostic occu-
pancy prediction head supervised using the sparse LiDAR
scans. We additionally train the model to predict open-
vocabulary features by producing LiDAR-image alignment
supervision. At inference, the 3D-occupancy features can be
prompted to obtain open-vocabulary segmentation.



2. Related work
Recent works produce dense semantic occupancy predic-

tions from a single image by projecting image features into
3D voxels [4], by exploiting tri-perspective view representa-
tions [5] augmenting the standard BEV with two additional
perpendicular planes to recover the full 3D [9]. In contrast,
we do not need human-made annotation and produce seman-
tic 3D occupancy predictions using supervision from LiDAR
and from an image-language model allowing our model to
acquire open-vocabulary skills in the voxel space.

Image-language aligned models project images and text
into a shared representation space [6, 7, 11, 14–17]. Con-
trastive image-language learning on many millions of image-
text pairs [11, 16] leads to high-quality representations with
impressive zero-shot skills from one modality to the other.
We use CLIP [16] for its appealing open-vocabulary prop-
erty that enables the querying of visual content with natural
language toward recognizing objects of interest without man-
ual labels. POP-3D uses LiDAR supervision for precise
occupancy prediction and learns to produce in the 3D space
CLIP-like features easily paired with language.

CLIP features can be projected into 3D meshes [10] and
NeRFs [12] to enable language queries. Originally produc-
ing image-level embeddings, CLIP can be extended to pixel-
level predictions for open-vocabulary semantic segmenta-
tion, e.g., by MaskCLIP [18]. It adjusts the attentive-pooling
layer of CLIP to generate pixel-level CLIP features that are
distilled into an encoder-decoder semantic segmentation net-
work. We exploit MaskCLIP+ [18] in our approach, and gen-
erate target 3D CLIP-like features by mapping MaskCLIP+
pixel-level features to LiDAR points observed in images.

3. Open-vocabulary 3D occupancy prediction
3.1. Architecture

Given a set of surround-view images captured from one
world location, our goal is to output a 3D occupancy voxel
map and to support language-driven tasks. To reach these
goals, we propose an architecture composed of three mod-
ules (Fig. 2(a)). First, a 2D-3D encoder predicts a voxel
feature grid from the input images. Second, the occupancy
head predicts for the entire voxel grid which voxels are free
and which are occupied. Finally, the 3D-language head is
applied on each occupied voxel to output a language embed-
ding vector enabling a range of 3D open-vocabulary tasks.
The three modules are described next.

2D-to-3D encoder f3D. Given surround-view camera
RGB images I, the encoder f3D produces a feature voxel
grid V = f3D (I) ∈ RHV×WV×DV×CV , where HV,WV and
DV are the spatial dimensions of the voxel grid, and CV is
the feature dimension of each voxel. This feature voxel grid
is then passed to two prediction heads described next.

Occupancy head g. Given the feature voxel grid V, the
occupancy prediction head g aims at classifying every voxel

as ‘empty’ or ‘occupied’. Following [9], this head is imple-
mented as a non-linear network composed of Nocc hidden
blocks with configuration Linear-Softplus-Linear,
each with Chidden

occ hidden features, and a final linear classifier
outputting two logits, one per class. It outputs the tensor

Oocc = g (V) ∈ RHV×WV×DV×2, (1)
containing the occupancy prediction for each voxel.

3D language head h. In parallel, the voxel grid V is
fed to a language feature extractor. This head processes
voxel features to output embedding vectors that are aligned
to vision-language representations, such as CLIP [16], aim-
ing to inherit their open-vocabulary abilities, i.e., enabling
3D language-driven tasks such as zero-shot 3D semantic
segmentation. This head has the same architecture as the
occupancy one, just with Chidden

ft hidden features, and a final
linear layer that outputs Cout

ft -dimensional vision language
embedding for each voxel. It outputs the tensor

Oft = h (V) ∈ RHV×WV×DV×Cout
ft , (2)

containing the predicted vision-language embeddings.

3.2. Tri-modal self-supervised training
We propose a tri-modal self-supervised learning algo-

rithm that leverages three modalities: (i) images, (ii) lan-
guage and (iii) LiDAR point clouds. The training algorithm
is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The training is implemented via
two losses that are used to train the two heads of the proposed
architectures jointly with the 2D-to-3D encoder.

Occupancy loss. We guide the occupancy head g to per-
form a class-agnostic occupancy prediction by the available
unlabeled LiDAR point clouds, which we convert to occu-
pancy prediction targets Tocc ∈ {0, 1}. Each voxel location x
containing at least one LiDAR point is labeled as ‘occupied’
(i.e., Tocc(x) = 1) and as ‘empty’ otherwise (Tocc(x) = 0).
Having these targets, we supervise the occupancy prediction
head densely at all locations of the voxel grid. The occu-
pancy loss Locc is a combination of cross-entropy loss LCE
and Lovász-softmax [1] loss LLov between the predicted oc-
cupancy tensor Oocc and the occupancy targets tensor Tocc.

Image-language distillation. We supervise the 3D-
language head at the level of points pn ∈ Pcam which project
to at least one of the cameras, i.e., Pcam ⊂ P , where P is the
complete point cloud. To get a feature target for a 3D point
pn ∈ Pcam in the voxel feature grid, we use the camera pro-
jection function Πc that projects 3D point pn into 2D coordi-
nates un = (u

(x)
n , u

(y)
n ) in camera c. To to obtain feature tar-

gets Tft for 3D points in Pcam with corresponding 2D projec-
tions U = {Πc (pn)}Nn=1 in camera c, we run the language-
image-aligned feature extractor fI on image Ic, and use the
2D projections’ coordinates to sample from the resulting fea-
ture map, i.e., Tft = {fI (Ic) [u(x)

n , u
(y)
n ]}Nn=1 ∈ RN×Cout

ft ,
where [x, y] is an indexing operator in the extracted fea-
ture map. To train the 3D language head, we use L2 mean



Figure 2: Approach. (a) With surround-view images on the input, the model extracts a voxel feature grid that is fed to two
parallel heads: an occupancy head g, and a 3D-language feature head h. b) Training. The occupancy loss Locc is used to train
class-agnostic occupancy predictions. The feature loss Lft enforces the 3D-language head h to output text-aligned features.

squared error loss Lft between the targets Tft and the pre-
dicted features Õft ∈ RN×Cout

ft .
The final loss sums the occupancy and image-language

losses L = Locc + λLft, with λ balancing the two terms.

3.3. 3D open-vocabulary test-time inference

We focus on two downstream tasks: (i) zero-shot 3D se-
mantic segmentation and (ii) language-driven 3D grounding.

Zero-shot 3D semantic segmentation from images. Un-
like supervised approaches that necessitate retraining when
the set of target classes changes, our approach requires train-
ing the model only once. We can adjust the number of
segmented classes effortlessly by providing a different set of
input text queries. In detail, at test-time, we first feed a set
of test surround-view images I into the trained POP-3D net-
work, resulting in class-agnostic occupancy prediction Oocc
via the occupancy head g, and language-aligned feature pre-
dictions Oft via the 3D-language head h. Next, to obtain
text features for the input queries, we follow the same strat-
egy as [8]. Finally, considering M text features, one for
each of the M target segmentation classes, we measure their
similarity to the predicted language-aligned features Oft at
occupied voxels obtained from Oocc. We assign the label
with the highest similarity to each occupied voxel.

Language-driven 3D grounding. The task of language-
driven 3D grounding is performed in a similar manner. How-
ever, here only a single input language query is given. Once
determined the occupied voxels from Oocc, we compute the
similarity between the encoded input text query and pre-
dicted features Oft at the occupied voxels. The resulting
similarity score can be visualized as a heat-map, as shown
in Fig. 1, or thresholded to obtain the location of the target.

4. Experiments
Dataset. We use the nuScenes [3] dataset, which pro-

vides 3D point clouds, surround-view images obtained from
six cameras mounted at the top of the car, and projection
matrices between the 3D point cloud and cameras.

Metrics. We measure the class-dependent mean Intersec-
tion over Union (mIoU) and the class-agnostic occupancy
Intersection over Union (IoU).

New evaluation protocol for 3D occupancy prediction.
The task of 3D occupancy prediction has no established
evaluation protocol yet. TPVFormer [9] did not introduce
any evaluation protocol. Since voxel semantic segmentation
consists of both occupancy prediction of the voxel grid and
classification of occupied voxels, it is not enough to evaluate
just at the points of ground-truth information from the Li-
DAR, as this does not take free space prediction into account.
To tackle this, we take inspiration from [2] and propose to
obtain the evaluation labels from the available LiDAR point
clouds. First, LiDAR rays passing through 3D space set the
labels of intersected voxels to free. Second, voxels contain-
ing LiDAR points are assigned the most frequent semantic
label of points lying within (or an occupied label in the case
of class-agnostic evaluation). Third, all other voxels are ig-
nored during evaluation, as they were not observed by any
LiDAR ray, and we are not certain if they are occupied.

Implementation details. We use the recent TPV-
Former [9] with ResNet-101 image backbone as the 2D-3D
encoder f3D. For the language-image feature extractor, we
use MaskCLIP + [18], which provides features of dimension
Cout

ft = 512. We use the default learning rate (LR) of 2e-4,
Adam [13] optimizer, a cosine learning rate scheduler with



(a) Zero-shot segmentation (b) Retrieval with query “stairs”
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Figure 3: (a) Zero-shot semantic 3D occupancy prediction on the 16 classes in the nuScenes [3] val. split. Note how our method is able
to segment objects in 3D, such as a bus (yellow), from only input 2D images and in a zero-shot manner. Visualizations are shown on an
interpolated 300x300x24 grid. (b) Text-based retrieval with query ‘stairs’. Red means a high similarity of the text query to the 3D features.
Comparison to SoTA: (c) We compare to baselines following the LiDAR-based evaluation and (d) our proposed occupancy evaluation.

final LR 1e-6, and with linear warmup from 1e-5 LR for the
first 500 iterations. Both prediction heads have two layers,
i.e., Nocc = Nft = 2, and Cocc = 512 and Cft = 1024 fea-
ture channels. We train our model for 12 epochs. We put the
same weight to the occupancy and feature losses, i.e., λ = 1.

Illustration of open-vocabulary capabilities In Fig. 3b
we visualize text-based 3D object retrievals inside a scene
using the query ‘stairs’. The results show that our model is
able to localize in 3D space fine-grained language queries.

4.1. Comparison to state of the art
Here we compare our approach to two state-of-the-

art methods: (i) fully supervised (closed-vocabulary)
TPVFormer [9] and open-vocabulary image-based
MaskCLIP+ [18] backprojected to 3D via LiDAR.

Comparison to a fully-supervised TPVFormer [9].
In. Fig. 3d, we compare to the supervised TPVFormer [9]
in terms of class-agnostic IoU and (16+1)-class mIoU (16
semantic classes plus the empty class) on the nuScenes [3]
val. set. Interestingly, our model outpeforms its supervised
counterpart in the class-agnostic IoU by 11.5 points, show-
ing superiority in the prediction of the occupied space. This
can be attributed to different training schemes: in the fully-
supervised case, the empty class competes with the other
semantic classes, whereas in our case the occupancy head
performs only class-agnostic occupancy prediction. Next, for
the semantic occupancy segmentation, we see that our zero-
shot approach reaches ≈ 78% (16.7 vs. 21.3 mIoU) of the
supervised model performance, which we consider as strong
result given that the latter requires manually-annotated point
clouds for training. In contrast, our approach is zero-shot
and does not require any manual point cloud annotations at
training. We show qualitative results of POP-3D in Fig. 3a.

Comparison to MaskCLIP+ [18]. In Fig. 3c we com-
pare the quality of the 3D vision-language features learnt by
our POP-3D against the strong MaskCLIP+ [18] baseline.
We project the 3D LiDAR points to the 2D image(s) space,
sample MaskCLIP+ [18] features extracted from the 2D im-

age, and backproject them to 3D via the LiDAR rays. For
a fair comparison, we evaluate only the LiDAR points with
a projection to the camera (LiDAR mIoU), i.e., this evalua-
tion considers only the classification of occupied points in
space, not the occupancy prediction itself. We observe that
POP-3D outperforms MaskCLIP+ (26.4 vs. 23.0 mIoU),
i.e., our method manages to learn better 3D vision-language
features than its teacher, while also not requiring LiDAR
data at test time (as MaskCLIP+ does). We attribute this to
a slight adaptation of the features to the nuScenes dataset
and to the smoothing of the features during the training. Fi-
nally, in Fig. 3c, we see that POP-3D reaches ≈ 84% of the
fully-supervised model [9]’s LiDAR mIoU performance.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we propose POP-3D, a tri-modal self-

supervised learning strategy with a novel architecture that
enables open-vocabulary voxel segmentation from 2D im-
ages and at the same time improves the occupancy grid
estimation by a significant margin over the state of the art.
Our approach also outperforms the strong baseline of di-
rectly back-projecting 2D vision-language features into 3D
via LiDAR and does not require LiDAR at test-time. This
work opens-up the possibility of large-scale open-vocabulary
3D scene understanding driven by natural language.
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